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Testing Python: Applying Unit Testing, TDD, BDD and Acceptance TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Fundamental testing methodologies applied to the popular Pythonlanguage


	Testing Python; Applying Unit Testing, TDD, BDD andAcceptance Testing is the most comprehensive book available ontesting for one of the top software programming languages in theworld. Python is a natural choice for new and experienceddevelopers,...
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ASP.NET MVC 1.0 Test Driven Development: Problem - Design - Solution (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
A hands-on journey takes you through the development process of a Web application from concept to production
    ASP.NET MVC is a new Web development framework created by Microsoft as an alternative to ASP.NET web forms applications. MVC is well suited to testability, and Test Driven Development (TDD) affords you a generous...
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Test- Driven Python DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop high-quality and maintainable Python applications using the principles of test-driven development


	About This Book

	
		Write robust and easily maintainable code using the principles of test driven development
	
		Get solutions to real-world problems faced by Python developers
	...
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Kanban in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Kanban in Action is a down-to-earth, no-frills, get-to-know-the-ropes introduction to kanban. It's based on the real-world experience and observations from two kanban coaches who have introduced this process to dozens of teams. You'll learn the principles of why kanban works, as well as...
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Applying Domain-Driven Design and Patterns: With Examples in C# and .NETAddison Wesley, 2006
“[This] is a book about design in the .NET world, driven in an agile manner and infused with the products of the enterprise patterns community. [It] shows you how to begin applying such things as TDD, object relational mapping, and DDD to .NET projects...techniques that many developers think are the key to future...
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Test-Driven Development with MockitoPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to apply Test-Driven Development and the Mockito framework in real life projects, using realistic, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Start writing clean, high quality code to apply Design Patterns and principles
	
		Add new features to your project by applying Test-first development- JUnit...
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Learn CakePHP: With Unit TestingApress, 2016

	
		Accelerate your development of PHP applications using the popular CakePHP web application development framework and unit testing. This short book shows you how to carry out test-driven development with fixtures, model tests, controller tests, mocks, and test suites. Learn CakePHP contains all you need to get started with the...
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Wideband TDD: WCDMA for the Unpaired SpectrumJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The 3rd generation mobile wireless technology standardized by 3GPP has two main components, namely FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) and TDD (Time Division Duplex). While both of these employ WCDMA, the former uses a pair of frequency bands and the latter uses a single unpaired frequency band. Within TDD, two versions have been standardized, namely...
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Test-Driven JavaScript DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn JavaScript test-driven development using popular frameworks and tools


	About This Book

	
		Learn the life cycle of TDD and its importance in real-world application
	
		Gain knowledge about popular tools and analyze features, syntax, and how they help in JavaScript testing
	...
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Modern C++ Programming with Test-Driven Development: Code Better, Sleep BetterPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		
			If you program in C++ you've been neglected. Test-driven development (TDD) is a modern software development practice that can dramatically reduce the number of defects in systems, produce more maintainable code, and give you the confidence to change your software to meet changing needs. But C++ programmers have been...
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The UMTS Network and Radio Access Technology: Air Interface Techniques for Future Mobile SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The UMTS Network and Radio Access Technology covers all the key aspects of UMTS and its implementation from both the engineering design and the operator and service providers' point of view. It addresses the essential tasks involved in UMTS network deployment in new regions and within existing 2G networks. Presenting solutions for the...
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Rails Test Prescriptions (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		Your Ruby on Rails application is sick. It's got bugs. Nobody remembers what that tricky piece of code was supposed to do, and nobody can tell what it actually does. Deadlines are looming, but every time you make the slightest change to the code, something else breaks.

		

		You need Test-Driven Development (TDD), a...
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